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NB: Arrange your list of references alphabetically by author.
The British Standard for Harvard puts authors’ names in capital letters in the bibliography, and puts
the initials of second and subsequent authors before their surnames
BAKER, C. and W. FISHER (2006)
Be consistent with using either a comma or a colon between place and publisher Amsterdam,
Elsevier or Amsterdam: Elsevier.

Book (Take the information from the title page, not the book cover. Note the edition if not the 1st.
Publication year should reflect the edition, not reprint year. If more than one place of publication,
quote the first one).
McMillan, K. (2009) The smarter study skills companion. 2nd ed. New York, Prentice Hall.

Book chapter in an edited work
Sen, A. (2000) Social justice and distribution of income. In: Atkinson, A., and Bourguignon,
F. eds. Handbook of income distribution. Amsterdam, Elsevier, pp.59-85.

E-book (If the URL for direct access is excessively long, or if there is no direct stable URL, give the
URL of the main site).
Neville, C. (2007) The complete guide to referencing and avoiding plagiarism [Internet],
Maidenhead, Open University Press. Available from: Netlibrary <http://www.netlibrary.com>
[Accessed 15 Jan 2010].

Journal article
Goldstein, J., Rovers, D., and Tomz, M. (2007) Institutions in international relations:
understanding the effects of the GATT and the WTO on world trade. International
Organization, 61 (1) winter, pp.37-67.

Online journal article (If the URL for direct access is excessively long, or if there is no direct
stable URL, give the URL of the main site).
Goldstein, J., Rovers, D., and Tomz, M. (2007) Institutions in international relations:
understanding the effects of the GATT and the WTO on world trade. International
Organization [Internet], 61 (1) winter, pp.37-67. Available from:
<http://journals.cambridge.org/> [Accessed 20 January 2010].

Email
Janes, M. (mark.janes@ouls.ox.ac.uk), 2 December 2009. Re: British Library study day.
Email to L. Clarke (louise.clarke@ouls.ox.ac.uk).

Webpage
University of Oxford (2006) Plagiarism [Internet], Oxford, University of Oxford. Available
from: <http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/epsc/plagiarism/index.shtml> [Accessed 19 January
2010].

For more information about the Harvard style and for examples of other types of material, including
unpublished works, there is a useful online guide @
http://skillsforlearning.leedsmet.ac.uk/Quote_Unquote.pdf


